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The rotational spectrum of AsH in its metastable a 1D state has been recorded using a far-infrared laser magnetic
resonance spectrometer. The AsH radical was produced inside the spectrometer by the reaction of arsine (AsH3 ) with
fluorine atoms. Hyperfine splittings from both 75As and 1H nuclei were observed, and analysis of the spectra yielded
accurate values for rotational, hyperfine, and Zeeman parameters. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the rotational spectrum of AsH in
the a 1D state, recorded by FIR laser magnetic resonance
(LMR). The analysis of the measurements leads to the determination of accurate values for the rotational, hyperfine, and
Zeeman parameters.
The molecule AsH is a Group V hydride, a close relative
of the NH radical. As such, it has a X 3S 0 ground state with
low-lying, reasonably metastable a 1D and b 1S / states. The
ground state of the molecule is well characterized through
studies at far-infrared (FIR) (1) and mid-infrared (2, 3)
wavelengths. Information has also been obtained on the
b 1S / state, from the direct observation of the b 1S / – X 3S 0
transition by Arens and Richter (4). On the other hand,
almost nothing was known about the properties of AsH in
the 1D state at the time we started the present study of its
rotational spectrum in this metastable state.
During our work, a paper was published by Beutel et al.
(5) who reported the detection of the a 1D – X 3S 0 transition
of AsH, observed in emission with a Fourier transform interferometer. They were able to determine the main parameters,
namely Te , Be , De , ve , and ve xe , for AsH in the a 1D state.
Previous theoretical calculations of AsH had predicted the
a 1D state to lie at 9968 (6) or 8709 cm01 (7) above the
ground state; Beutel et al., however, determined Te to be
smaller than these predictions, at 7216.84 cm01 .
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The FIR LMR spectrometer at the Boulder laboratory of
NIST, which was used in this study, has been described
elsewhere (8). The FIR radiation was generated in a chosen
laser gas pumped by the appropriate line of an infrared CO2
laser (see Table 1). Part of the FIR radiation was coupled
1
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out of the laser cavity and detected with a liquid helium
cooled Ga:Ge photoconductor detector. The resonance signals were modulated at 39 kHz using Zeeman modulation
coils and amplified by a lock-in amplifier tuned to this frequency. The free radical AsH was formed in its metastable
1
D state in the intracavity cell of the spectrometer by the
reaction between fluorine atoms and arsine, AsH3 . The
atoms were formed by passing a 10% mixture of molecular
fluorine in helium at 160 Pa (1.2 Torr) through a microwave
discharge; the optimum pressure of AsH3 was 1.33 Pa (10
mTorr). Laser lines with frequencies close to the transition
frequencies of AsH in the 1D state calculated from the previously determined parameters for the X 3S 0 state (1, 3)
were selected. The external magnetic field was scanned and
spectra in both perpendicular ( DM Å {1) and parallel ( DM
Å 0) polarizations were recorded.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Observations and Assignment
LMR spectra attributed to AsH in the a 1D state have been
observed on four different laser lines whose details are given
in Table 1. The rotational transitions have been assigned as
J Å 3 R 2, 4 R 3, and 5 R 4 in the 1D state. The observations
are summarized in the energy level diagram of Fig. 1. The
detailed measurements are given, with their assignments, in
Table 2. The assignment of the spectra was straightforward,
based on the B and D values for the X 3S 0 state and on the
linear Zeeman effect with gL Å 1. An example of the spectra
is given in Fig. 2. It shows part of the 230.1 mm spectrum
in perpendicular polarization. Two Zeeman components, MJ
Å 1 R 0 and MJ Å 03 R 02, are marked; their first-order
tuning rates are accidentally identical. Each shows a widely
separated quartet structure, a manifestation of the 75As hyperfine structure. The 75As isotope, for which I Å 32, is the only
naturally occurring isotope. Each line of this pattern is a
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TABLE 1
Details of the FIR Laser Lines Used to Record LMR Spectra
for AsH in the a 1D State

in the fit. The results are given in Table 2 (residuals) and
Table 3 (parameter values). In the final fit, the sextic distortion parameter H was constrained to the value determined
by Beutel et al. (5) since it agreed well with the value expected from the theoretical Dunham formula:
H0 á He Å

H S D
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ve
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aB
ve

J

.

[5]

The standard deviation of the fit, for a point of unit weight,
was 0.7 MHz.
closely spaced doublet arising from the 1H hyperfine splitting. Many of the spectra showed signals attributable to other
species. Two of these are AsH in its X 3S 0 state and AsH2 in
its X̃ 2B1 state. The latter can be identified from its hyperfine
pattern, quartets of triplets (ortho) or singlets (para). Spectra for AsH in the 3S 0 and 1D states show similar hyperfine
patterns but they can be easily distinguished in practice because the 75As splitting is much larger for the 1D state. It is
also worth noting that the optimum chemical conditions for
the production of AsH are significantly different from those
for the production of AsH2 ; the latter requires a mixture
which is richer in AsH3 .
Determination of Molecular Parameters
The measurements in Table 2 were used to determine the
parameters of an effective Hamiltonian for a molecule in a
1
D state:
Heff Å Hrot / Hhf / HZeem ,

[1]

Hrot Å BN 2 0 D(N 2 ) 2 / H(N 2 ) 3 ,

[2]

DISCUSSION

Pure rotational transitions have been detected in the AsH
radical in its a 1D state and have been used to determine
accurate rotational, hyperfine, and Zeeman parameters for
this molecule. It is possible to compare the parameters of
Beutel et al. (5) with ours, provided account is taken of
the fact that they used an R 2 formulation of the rotational
Hamiltonian whereas we used the N 2 version. Their values
are given in Table 3; they are in good agreement with those
determined in the present work but are much less precise.
The rotational constant B0 for AsH in the 3S 0 ground state
is 215 884.54(48) MHz, slightly smaller than that for the
a 1D state. The B0 value in Table 3 can be combined with
the aB value from Ref. (5) ( 06127 { 18 MHz) to calculate
a value for Be of 219 828.4(90) MHz. This corresponds to
a refined value for the equilibrium bond length re for AsH
in the 1D state of 0.1 520 476(31) nm.
The hyperfine interactions for both 1H and 75As nuclei have
been characterized for AsH in the a 1D state. The magnetic

where

Hhf Å aAsIAsr L / aHIHr L
/ eq0Q(3I 2As,z 0 I 2As )/[4IAs (2IAs 0 1)],

[3]

and
HZeem Å g *L mB B0 LZ 0 grmB B0 (NZ 0 LZ )
/ gAsmN B0 IAs,Z / gHmN B0 IH,Z .

[4]

The notation is standard and the various contributions are
self-evident. Eq. [2] shows that the Hamiltonian is cast in
the N 2 formulation. The data were fitted by a linearized, leastsquares procedure using a computer program. The matrix
representation of Heff was truncated at D J Å 2 without loss
in accuracy. Each measurement was given unit weight unless
overlapped (weight of zero) or recorded with the 138.3 mm
laser line (weight Å 0.25). Resonances for this laser line
occurred at high magnetic field and were very weak. Values
for the parameters in Eqs. [2], [3], and [4] were determined

FIG. 1. The observed FIR transitions of a 1D AsH and the laser lines
used to observe them.
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TABLE 2
Details of the Observed Resonances in the Far-Infrared Spectrum
of AsH in the £ Å 0 Level of the a 1D State

a

The observed resonances obey the selection rule DMI(As)Å0, DMI(H)Å0.
Resonance overlapped by that of another species; measurement given zero weight in the fit.
c
Proton hyperfine structure not resolved.
d
Measurement given a weight of 0.25 in the fit (corresponds to an experimental uncertainty of 3 MHz).
b
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TABLE 2—Continued

and electronic hyperfine parameters for the first three Group
V diatomic hydrides in the 1D state are summarized in Table
4. The nuclear spin electron orbital interaction parameter aa
depends on the inverse cube of the separation between the
open shell electrons i and the nucleus in question, a,

aa/MHz Å

S DS
10 06
h

2mB gNmN
4pm01
0

D∑

» 1/r 3ia …l ,

[6]

i

where the notation is standard. The » 1 / r 3ia …l values for
both As and H, which have been determined from our
work, are also given in Table 4, along with the corresponding parameters for NH and PH. The p orbital which
contains the two open shell electrons is predominantly

X ( n p ) in character. If we compare the experimentally
determined value with that for the X atom in an n p orbital, which has been calculated ab initio ( see Table 4 ) ,
we see that these two values are similar. It can thus be
seen that, although the representation of the p orbital by
an n p atomic orbital is rather naive, it is nevertheless
quite accurate. Turning our attention to the proton parameter, we note that the interaction arises from the two n p p
electrons centered on the X atom. Therefore we expect
3
» 1 / r ia
… to be well approximated by 1 / r 3 where r is the
X H bond length. This expectation is borne out in practice as can be seen in Table 4. The 75As splittings also
have a contribution from the electric quadrupole coupling term. The value determined for the a 1D state,
0124.1 ( 18 ) MHz, is slightly larger than the correspond-
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for ND, 1.13 ( 10 ) 1 10 03 , since it should be proportional
to the B-value given the same disposition of electronic
states ( for ND, B0 Å 264.750 GHz, and for AsH, B0 Å
216.765 GHz ) .
Whereas the parameter g re depends on the sum of its
contributions from the admixture of excited 1P and 1F
states, the parameter DgL depends on the difference of the
same contributions. If the effects of admixture of 1P states
outweigh those of the 1F states, the two parameters are
related by
g re Å 2DgL .
FIG. 2. A portion of the FIR spectrum recorded on the 230.1 mm
laser line in perpendicular polarization. The MJ Å 1 R 0 and 03 R 02
transitions are labeled by s and l, respectively. The large quartet
splitting arises from the 75As hyperfine interactions and the much
smaller doubling from the 1H hyperfine structure. The two sets of MJ
transitions overlap because their first-order tuning rates are accidentally
the same.

ing parameter for the 3S 0 state, 095.6 ( 39 ) MHz. This
implies that the electric field gradient at the As nucleus
is slightly larger in the 1D state.
An analysis of the Zeeman parameters also provides information on the electronic structure of AsH in the a 1D state.
The orbital g-factor g *L is given by
g *L Å 1.0000 0 dg / DgL ,

[10]

This relationship is not well obeyed in the case of AsH,
suggesting that there may be a significant contribution to
the parameters from the mixing with 1F states as well as
with 1P states. However, the relationship does hold very
well for both NH ( 9 ) and OH / ( 14 ) in their 1D states
and the general disposition of electronic states is expected
to be very similar for all Group V diatomic hydrides.
It therefore seems more likely that deviation from the
relationship in Eq. [10 ] in the case of AsH is attributable
to the increasing effects of spin – orbit coupling as one
goes down a group in the periodic table. Such mixing can
be treated by third-order perturbation theory and modifies
the orbital g-factor ( 15 ) . The effect is particularly marked
if one of the atoms is heavy.

[7]

where dg is the relativistic correction and DgL is the nonadiabatic correction term (12). Using dg Å 1 1 10 04 , we obtain
a value for DgL of 1.339(16) 1 10 03 .
The rotational g-factor gr has separate contributions from
rotation of the bare nuclei and the electrons:
gr Å g rN 0 g re .

TABLE 3
Molecular Parameters for 75AsH in the £ Å 0 Level of the a 1D
State, Determined by a Least-Squares Fit of the Far-Infrared LMR
Spectrum

[8]

The nuclear contribution (g rN ) can be estimated from simple
magnetostatics (13),
g rN Å

S

me
m1 / m2

DS

Z1m 22 / Z2m 21
m1m2

D

,

[9]

where mi and Zi are the masses and charges of the two
nuclei and me is the mass of the electron. This expression
gives g rN Å 5.40 1 10 04 for 75As 1H. Using the fitted
value for gr of 07.32 ( 16 ) 1 10 04 , we find g re Å 1.272
1 10 03 . This parameter measures the combined effects
of the admixture of 1P and 1F states into the a 1D state
( 12 ) . Its value is consistent with the corresponding value

a

Value in MHz (where appropriate).
Values determined by Beutel et al. (5), converted from R 2 to N 2
formulation for comparison with the present work.
c
The numbers in parentheses represent one standard deviation of the
least-squares fit, in units of the last quoted decimal place.
d
Parameters constrained in the fit.
b
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TABLE 4
Hyperfine and Derived Parameters for Group V Hydrides, X H, in the a 1D State
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